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ABSTRACT Extended reality (XR) is an emerging technology that has gained significant attention in the
context of fifth-generation (5G) and 5G-Advanced cellular networks and beyond. One of the less explored
areas for practical XR service deployments is the study of its interaction with the existing traffic such as
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB). This study explores the performance of having both XR and eMBB
users simultaneously in a multi-cell network for two different indoor and outdoor deployment scenarios.
We show that the main limitation to maximizing XR capacity in the mixed scenario is inter-cell interference
(ICI) generated by eMBB users. ICI from eMBB results in a loss of about 80% in XR capacity when an XR
source data rate of 45Mbps and a strict packet delay budget (PDB) of 10ms is enforced. To mitigate this,
we propose new radio resource management enhancements that apply restrictions on eMBB radio resource
usage to balance between eMBB andXR simultaneous capacity.With the proposed enhancements, maximum
XR capacity can bemaintained for the case with an XR source data rate of 45Mbps and a PDB of 20mswhile
restricting eMBB throughput by about 50%. The impact on eMBB throughput performance from adding XR
users depends on the XR PDB, deployment environment, and the eMBB radio resource usage restriction.
The results demonstrate that the eMBB throughput declines with a factor of 1 to 4 of the XR sum rate.

INDEX TERMS eXtended reality (XR), mixed traffic, inter-cell interference (ICI), interference
management, 5G-advanced, system-level simulations (SLS).

I. INTRODUCTION
Extended reality (XR) is a universal term used to describe
immersive technologies such as augmented reality (AR),
virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR). XR services
are rapidly growing within a wide range of applications
such as entertainment, gaming, marketing, training, and
remote industrial work [1]. As XR services require high
data rates, reliability, and low latency, support of such cases
requires additional research and standardization actions.
Among others, 5G e-health use cases are emerging rapidly
that also call for XR-alike features with high data rates
under bounded latency constraints [2]. For fifth-generation
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(5G)-Advanced wireless networks, there is ongoing work
for Release-18 to offer improved XR service delivery [3]
over that of Release-17 [4]. As part of the 3rd generation
partnership project (3GPP) Release-17, the baseline new
radio (NR) XR system-level evaluation methodology was
agreed and several XR-specific key performance indicators
(KPIs) were defined. Among others, this included XR
performance evaluation at 28GHz, where configurationswith
multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) and
high sub-carrier spacing of 120 kHz were also studied. The
study concluded that the current 5G networks can support
XR services. In addition, several types of enhancements
to potentially further boost the XR capacity were also
found [4]. Recently, the 3GPP technical report in [3] iden-
tified several research directions such as enhanced channel
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quality indicator (CQI) for code block groups (CBG)-based
transmissions and enhanced packet scheduling to improve
the XR capacity. 3GPP is now pursuing the introduction
of further XR enhancements such as multiple configured
grant transmission occasions, buffer status report, XR packet
discarding operation, and XR traffic assistance information
in the radio access network (RAN) as outlined in [5].
In addition to the 3GPP standards, the study in [6] focuses

on the design and optimization of medium access control
(MAC) scheduling to improve the system performance for
XR services. A resource allocation problem is formulated
to maximize the number of satisfied user equipment (UEs)
under the data rate, reliability, and latency requirements for
each UE. Moreover, in [7], the authors propose a MAC
scheduling scheme based on maximum aggregate delay-
capacity utility and link adaptation (LA) with a dynamic
block error rate (BLER) target, which can maximize the num-
ber of satisfiedXRUEs in the 5G network. LA enhancements,
including new CQI schemes and the enhanced outer loop LA
(OLLA), are proposed in [8] and [9], respectively, tailored to
XR transmissions with CBG.

It is noteworthy that the majority of the XR studies in
the literature consider XR-only traffic cases [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], while a common scenario in real wide-area
networks is when XR services coexist together with existing
services such as best-effort enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB). The paper in [13] evaluates the performance of a
5G system with mixed XR and eMBB traffic. System-level
simulations (SLS) show that adding eMBB traffic to an XR-
only network significantly drops the XR capacity, where this
degradation is mainly contributed to the increased co-channel
inter-cell interference (ICI) from the eMBB traffic.

One approach to serving users with diverse quality of
service (QoS) requirements, such as XR and eMBB, is to split
the wireless network infrastructure into isolated virtual slices
under their own management, requirements, and characteris-
tics [14]. However, in this study, we consider a fully flexible
solution without the use of slicing, where the MAC scheduler
dynamically applies QoS-aware scheduling decisions when
it on a per sub-frame basis assigns transmission resources
to its users. Another proper alternative for improving the
XR/eMBB performance is to introduce ICI management
techniques [12], [15]. The impact of ICI varies depending on
the deployment environment such as indoor hotspots (InH)
and dense urban areas (DU), as these environments have
different characteristics; e.g. different next-generation node
B (gNB) locations, deployment density, inter-site distance
(ISD), line of sight (LOS) probability, and channel models
[16], [17], [18], [19]. Hence, in a multi-cell and multi-user
scenario, ICI coordination (ICIC) and proper radio resource
management (RRM) play a key role in meeting the UEs’
QoS requirements [12]. In [12], the authors highlight the ICI
challenges for the XR-only studies, where the interference
from neighbor cells results in large fluctuations of the signal-
to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) depending on the
neighbor cell traffic patterns. It is concluded that coordination

across gNBs to reduce ICI at XR UEs could prove crucial in
improving XR performance. They observe that the number of
satisfied XR UEs can be improved from 2 to 3 UEs per cell
by applying ICIC. Although this study shows the importance
of ICIC in an XR-only network, adding eMBB traffic to
that network significantly affects the XR capacity due to the
increased ICI from the eMBB traffic.

A. PRIOR ARTS ON URLLC AND eMBB CO-EXISTENCE
The design of 5G networks was made to support a wide
range of services, including eMBB and ultra-reliable low-
latency communications (URLLC). Numerous studies have
investigated the joint performance of eMBB and URLLC
in 5G networks; see e.g. [20], [21], [22], [23], and [24].
The authors in [22] study the co-scheduling problem of
eMBB andURLLC traffic based on the puncturing technique.
They formulate an optimization problem aiming to maximize
the minimum expected achieved rate of eMBB UE while
fulfilling the URLLC traffic constraints. The study in [23]
investigates a resource slicing problem for a scenario of
eMBB and URLLC services. The resource slicing problem
is formulated as an optimization problem that aims at
maximizing the eMBB data rate subject to a URLLC
reliability constraint, the variance of the eMBB data rate to
reduce its impact on scheduledURLLC traffic. Finally, a deep
reinforcement learning algorithm is applied to puncture the
incoming URLLC traffic across the allocated eMBB radio
resources in the URLLC scheduling phase.

URLLC traffic with typical payload sizes of 20-50 bytes
and a latency constraint of 1 ms with 99.999% reliability,
is, however, significantly different from XR traffic with
source data rates (SDRs) of 30-45 Mbps at 60 frames per
second (fps) with 10-15 ms latency constraints at 99%
reliability. In addition, multiplexing of URLLC and eMBB
traffic can benefit from preemption scheduling [24], while
this mechanism is not applicable for XR traffic with the
transmission of large payloads, typically using the same
transmission time interval (TTI) sizes as eMBB.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Despite the importance of joint performance evaluation in the
co-existence of eMBB and XR, there is very little research
on the topic [13]. In this study, we further analyze the co-
existence of XR services with strict QoS requirements in
combination with best-effort eMBB UEs on the same 5G-
Advanced carrier. The main contributions of the paper are:

• We present state-of-the-art extensive 5G-Advanced
system level performance for the co-existence of XR
and eMBB under realistic conditions for different
deployments.

• We show how the real-time XR capacity is influenced
by also carrying eMBB traffic, and vice versa, as well
as associated tradeoffs to leverage the performance
between the two service classes.

• We show how the XR capacity can be protected by
limiting the radio resource usage for eMBB to limit the
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generated ICI, which is shown to be a major limitation
for obtaining attractive XR capacity figures.

• We evaluate our methods for the two most relevant
deployments for XR and eMBB coexistence, namelyDU
and InH scenarios.

C. PAPER STRUCTURE
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce
the system model and performance indicators. We focus on
two different deployments, a traditional dense urban macro-
cellular case as well as an indoor hotspot scenario to cover
both cases of nomadic XR/eMBB UEs and indoor UEs (XR
events, VR). After introducing the simulation methodology
in Section III, we show the performance results of mixed
traffic in Section IV. In Section V we propose a simple, but
effective, radio resource allocation and scheduling approach,
where the eMBB resource utilization is limited to protect
the XR UEs’ performance. After proving its performance
benefits in Section VI, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
The abbreviations used throughout the paper are summarized
in Appendix A.

II. SETTING THE SCENE
A. NETWORK DEPLOYMENT MODEL
We study two rather different network deployments in this
paper that are both relevant for XR and eMBB use cases as a
simple means to understand how sensitive the conclusions on
joint XR and eMBBperformance are to the actual deployment
assumptions. Note that the DU and the InH scenarios
were also in focus for the Release-17 (5G) and Release-
18 (5G-Advanced) XR study items in 3GPP [3], [4], where
complementary details for those scenarios can be found. Both
deployments are multi-cell and multi-user scenarios with
a focus on the downlink performance. We study the InH
scenario as pictured in Figure 1 and the DU deployment as
illustrated in Figure 2.
The InH scenario covers a 120 × 50 meters indoor open

space with 12 ceiling-mounted single-cell low-power gNBs
positioned in two rows with 20 meters ISD. That is each cell
on average covers 500 m2. The radio propagation channel
model for InH is specified in [25] and is briefly explained in
Subsection II-B. UEs are assumed to be spatially uniformly
distributed within the InH scenario (i.e., all UEs are indoor),
subject to the so-called even load constraint, where an equal
number of UEs are served by each cell [4]. The material
assumed for the walls of the InH scenario is made of
concrete. We do not study cases with explicit user mobility,
where a UE moves between cells and undergoes primary cell
handover procedures. As background information, a survey
of 5G handovers can be found in [26]. Instead, we adopted
a simplified approach by assuming a constant local speed
of 3 km/h to account for variations of small-scale radio
propagation effects such as fast fading (the same assumptions
are applied also to the DU scenario). This is well-known
approach used in 3GPP simulations [4]. The InH scenario
is e.g. relevant for XR gaming scenarios with indoor UEs

having a gaming party, and for use cases where service agent
persons are sitting in an indoor ‘‘call center’’ offering remote
expert assistance through virtual reality connections.

The DU scenario consists of high-power outdoor three-
sector gNBs that form a traditional hexagonal cell grid with
200 meters ISD. The DU scenario includes buildings of
6 floors. In the horizontal plane, UEs are uniformly spatially
distributed, subject to having an even load per cell in terms of
the number of connected UEs. A Bernoulli random variable
with q = 0.8 probability is used to determine if the UE
is inside a building Indoor UEs are uniformly distributed
between floors 1 to 6, i.e. at different heights. Outdoor UEs
(with a probability of 0.2) are always at a height of 1.5 meters.
A 12-degree antenna downtilt is applied at the gNBs to limit
the ICI, while still offering good cell coverage. The average
coverage area of each cell is on the order of 13600 m2. The
radio propagation model for this scenario also appears in [25]
as described in Subsection II-B. As will be demonstrated in
Section IV theDU scenario has less ICI coupling as compared
to the denser InH cases with fewer obstructions between cells.
In an XR context, the DU scenario is relevant for XR UEs
on the move, where it is desirable to offer reliable wide area
XR service connectivity frommacro sites to UEs independent
of whether they are outdoors in streets or inside buildings
without being connected to low power indoor access nodes.
E.g. to facilitate wide area augmented reality for persons on
the move doing sightseeing in new cities.

B. 3GPP-DEFINED RADIO PROPAGATION MODELS
We adopt the 3GPP-defined radio propagation models that
have been developed over many years as defined in [25]. The
3GPP propagation is jointly developed bymany partners from
academia and industry, based on a large number of field mea-
surement campaigns. It includes generic stochastic models
for effects such as large-scale, small-scale, and directional
(spatial) characteristics of radio propagation. The article in
[27] from the special interest group initiative, summarizes
conclusions and observations from measurement campaigns
as input to the 3GPP propagation model. Commonly the
3GPP radio propagation models, all include a mixture of
line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) conditions. Cross-
correlation between different propagation metrics such as
cross-correlation between polarizations, between the shadow
fading and the root mean square (RMS) delay spread and the
angular spreads. The effects of spatial dispersion and spatial
correlation properties are part of the model as well as being
important when conducting simulations with MIMO. For
easy reference, a subset of the main large-scale propagation
parameters for the assumed DU and InH environments are
summarized in Table 1. Furthermore, the radio propagation
model between a gNB and a UE takes into account the height
of the transmitter and receiver, as well as additional outdoor
to indoor (O2I) propagation loss for indoor UEs. NLOS
propagation conditions are more frequently observed for the
DU scenario (assuming a dense area with buildings).
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TABLE 1. Summary of selected large-scale propagation parameters for
DU and InH, extracted from [25].

FIGURE 1. InH deployment with one eMBB and several XR UEs per cell in
the downlink scenario.

FIGURE 2. DU deployment with the existence of eMBB and XR UEs in the
DL multi-cell network.

C. TRAFFIC MODELS
For XR traffic, we assume a cloud XR server that gen-
erates/renders the XR video frames with an average of
60 fps and transmits the rendered XR video frames to the
corresponding gNB in line with [4]. This results in an
average inter-frame arrival time of approximately 16.67 ms.
The arrival time of the generated XR video frames in the
gNB is affected by random jitter that is modeled with the
truncated Gaussian distribution Jf ∼ T N (µj, σj, aj, bj),
where µj and σj express the mean and the standard deviation
of random jitter distribution. It is assumed that µj = 0 ms
and σj = 2 ms. The distribution is truncated to an interval

from aj = −4 ms to bj = 4 ms. The XR video frame
size also adheres to the truncated Gaussian distribution as
0f ∼ T N (µ0, σ0, a0, b0), where µ0 and σ0 express the
average and the standard deviation of video frame size [4].
We assume 45 Mbps XR video feeds (corresponding to
up-scaled 4K video quality), which means that the µ0 =
45Mbps
60fps = 750 kbits/frame. In line with [4], the truncation

limits are a0 = 0.5σ0 to b0 = 1.5σ0 .
The assumed traffic model for eMBB is commonly known

as the full-buffer traffic model. It means that there is always
available data in the gNB for transmission to the eMBB UEs,
i.e., equivalent to assuming an infinite amount of buffered
data. In each cell, there is only one eMBB UE with a
full-buffer traffic model. Despite its simplicity, the assumed
full-buffer traffic model for eMBB is considered useful for
studying massive eMBB data downloads that will impact XR
traffic, and how growing XR traffic will influence eMBB
UE-experienced data rates. The same simple eMBB full-
buffer traffic model was also used in past studies of the
joint performance of the URLLC and eMBB [21], as well as
in the recent study of XR and eMBB performance for InH
cases [13].

D. FRAME STRUCTURE AND NUMEROLOGY
The network operates in a time-division duplex (TDD)
mode with a slotted pattern of DDDSU, where D, S,
and U represent DL, special, and UL slots respectively.
The number of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) symbols in a slot is 14. The S slot includes ten
downlink symbols, two guard symbols, and two uplink
symbols. The physical downlink control channel (PDCCH)
signaling is carried on the first OFDM symbol in the DL
slots, and the physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH)
data are transmitted over the remaining downlink symbols.
We assume the default configuration for 5G deployments at
carrier frequencies of 4 GHz in line with the 3GPP endorsed
assumptions for XR performance studies as defined in [3]
and [4]. Therefore, a sub-carrier spacing (SCS) of 30 kHz
is assumed. This means that the slot time equals 0.5 ms.
A 100 MHz carrier bandwidth is assumed that consists
of 272 physical resource blocks (PRBs) each counting
12 subcarriers. UEs are dynamicallymultiplexed over the grid
of time-frequency orthogonal frequency-division multiple
access (OFDMA) radio resources.

E. LINK AND RANK ADAPTATION
Dynamic LA is applied to adjust the adaptive modulation and
coding scheme (MCS) used for transmitting data to match
the channel conditions.We assume the enhanced CQI scheme
in [8], where the CQI expresses the highest supported MCS
by the UE while at most N out of M CBGs in the first
transmission are in error with probability P. This allows
controlling the radio resources used for hybrid automatic
repeat request (HARQ) retransmissions while using the
highest possible MCS under such constraints. An OLLA
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FIGURE 3. Example of WRR scheduling for two different UE groups
(eMBB and XR), assuming that weMBB = 16 and wXR = 64.

algorithm is used in the gNB to offset the received CQI to
account for inaccuracies in UE measurement imperfections,
delays in CQI reporting, and other imperfections. The
complete description of the assumed OLLA scheme for
the case with CBG-based transmissions can be found
in [9].

All transmissions are with single-user MIMO (SU-
MIMO), using either single-stream or dual-stream transmis-
sion. Dynamic MIMO rank adaptation between single- and
dual-stream transmissions is conducted independently per
UE for each transmission interval where it is scheduled [28].
The UE feeds back the CQI to the gNB for both Rank-1
and Rank-2 transmissions, enabling the gNB to perform rank
adaptation for each scheduled transmission.

F. PACKET SCHEDULING
Aweighted round-robin (WRR) scheduler is used to schedule
different UEs [13], [29]. Different weights are assigned to
the UEs depending on the traffic class (XR or eMBB) such
that XR traffic is prioritized over eMBB. An example of the
scheduler is illustrated in Figure 3. The basic principles of
the scheduler are as follows: First, the scheduling of pending
HARQ retransmissions is prioritized. Afterward, UEs with
the buffered data are scheduled in a priority-based manner
according to the UEs’ weights. The scheduler allocates
PRBs in a cyclic manner, where each UE, in each cycle,
is assigned PRBs in proportion to its scheduling weight.
Higher scheduling weight means that the UE will be assigned
more PRBs. As seen in the exemplified figure, a scenario with
three UEs (2 XR + 1 eMBB) in each cell and a total number
of 272 PRBs in the carrier bandwidth is assumed. In each
TTI, these available PRBs are assigned to UEs. The scheduler
allocates PRBs in a cyclic manner, where each UE is assigned
PRBs in proportion to its scheduling weight. In the first cycle,
the WRR scheduler starts with XR #1 and allocates 64 PRBs
(since the scheduling weight of XR UEs is 64), then it moves
to the second XRUE and similarly allocates 64 PRBs. Lastly,
it selects the third UE (the eMBB UE), which has a weight
equal to 16 and accordingly allocates 16 PRBs. Immediately
after the end of Cycle 1, the second cycle starts, and each of
the XR UEs (XR #1 and XR #2) is allocated 64 PRBs based

FIGURE 4. UE satisfaction ratio versus the number of connected UEs per
cell for schemes with/without eMBB traffic in different deployment
scenarios.

on their weights. Since there are no more available PRBs left
in the bandwidth (64 + 64 + 16 + 64 + 64 = 272), the
eMBB UE is simply not scheduled in Cycle 2. Basically, the
scheduler continues to allocate PRBs for a candidate UE until
there are no more buffered data for the UE at the gNB or the
scheduler runs out of available PRBs. It is worth mentioning
that weMBB is chosen intentionally high for this example for
more visible illustration purposes.

G. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIs)
In line with the 3GPP evaluation methodology [4], the main
KPI for XR cases is the supported XR capacity, which is
defined as the maximum number of XR UEs where at least
90% of them are satisfied. An XR UE is satisfied if at least
99% of its video frames are received successfully within
the packet delay budget (PDB). The value of PDB varies
for different applications and traffic types. As per [3], [4],
the PDB of cloud gaming use cases is assumed to be 10,
15, or 30ms, while VR applications need the PDB of 5,
10, or 20ms. As will be shown in the results sections, the
XR capacity naturally varies for the considered deployments
depending on the presence of eMBB UEs and the assumed
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FIGURE 5. eCDF of the XR UE experienced post-detection SINR after
interference rejection for the InH and DU scenarios.

PDB, among other factors. In order to gain a deeper insight
into the XR performance, we also inspect other statistics such
as experienced XR packet latency, accounting for various
effects such as potential gNB queuing, processing times at
the gNB and UE sides, potential HARQ retransmissions,
etc. The delay is derived by collecting statistics for each
XR frame transmission. For the eMBB UEs, the primary
KPI is the average aggregated throughput (TP) per cell. This
eMBB KPI is naturally influenced by the number of XR
UEs per cell. This KPI is calculated from the average UE
TP samples within each cell per simulation run. We also
consider standard radio performanceKPIs such as the average
percentage of utilized PRBs per cell as measured by the radio
load utilization and UE-experienced post-detection SINR
after interference rejection combining at the UEs [30], [31].
The SINR statistics are built on the collection of experienced
post-detection SINR of all transport block (TB) receptions for
both first transmissions and HARQ retransmissions. Finally,
we define the fairness score as the ratio of the average eMBB
cell TP degradation to the sum rate of satisfied XR users.
The expression for this KPI is given in Section VI-C and it
quantifies the extent to which the eMBB TP decreases when
XR UEs are introduced to a cell.

III. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Simulations are carried out by an advanced dynamic system-
level simulator in which the simulation assumptions and
methodology are aligned and calibrated against the 3GPP
Release-18 NR evaluation guidelines outlined in [3]. The
simulations include modeling of physical (PHY), MAC,
radio link control (RLC), packet data convergence protocol
(PDCP), internet protocol (IP), transport, and application
layers. The simulator includes RRM-related functionalities
such as CQI measurements, reporting, inner loop LA, OLLA,
CBG-based HARQ transmissions, packet scheduling, etc.

For each scheduled transmission, the SINR per resource
element (RE) at the receiver end is calculated. The SINR
calculation takes the effect of the SU-MIMO into account
with the used transmitter precoder and minimum mean-
square-error interference rejection combining (MMSE-IRC)
receiver. Following this, the per-RE SINR values for the
transmission are mapped to an effective SINR per CBG
and TB and, subsequently, the mean mutual information per
bit (MMIB) is computed [32]. Given the effective SINR,
MMIB, and the used MCS for the transmission, the block
error probability (BLEP) of the transmission is obtained
from a lookup table. That look-up table is obtained from
extensive link-level simulations. A failure to correctly decode
a transmission will trigger an asynchronous adaptive HARQ
retransmission. The simulation assumptions are summarized
in Table 2.
To ensure statistically reliable simulation results for the

KPIs of interest, each simulation is run for at least 10 seconds,
corresponding to 600 simulated video frames per UE.
Each simulated configuration is repeated 10 times to have
sufficient statistical reliability for estimating the XR capacity.
The confidence interval calculations for the simulations are
addressed in Appendix B.

IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS WITH/WITHOUT eMBB
TRAFFIC
Figure 4 shows the XR UE satisfaction ratio versus the
number of XR UEs per cell for the two considered scenarios
(InH and DU) for 10 ms PDB for XR. Throughout the paper,
we assume that there exists only one eMBB UE per cell for
the cases of mixed traffic (XR+eMBB scheme). It is clear
from this plot that the co-existence of eMBB traffic has a
significant impact on the XR performance in both the InH
and DU scenarios. As an example, for the DU scenario, the
XR system capacity is reduced to only one satisfied XR UE
per cell when eMBB traffic is present. Without eMBB traffic,
the XR system capacity equals 3 satisfied XR UEs per cell in
the InH scenario and 4 UEs for DUwhich implies XR cell TP
of 3×45 = 135 Mbps and 4×45 = 180 Mbps, respectively.
Although the supported XR capacity in terms of the number
of UEs per cell looks similar, there are differences worth
noticing. Especially when taking into consideration that the
area supported by each cell is significantly different for InH
and DU. Taking this into account, one happy XR UE can be
supported per 167 m2 for the InH scenario and 2891 m2 for
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TABLE 2. Summary of system-level evaluation parameters.

the DU scenario, when XR-only traffic is assumed. Thus, the
density of supported satisfiedXRUEs is a factor 17 higher for
the InH scenario, as compared to DU, due to its much higher
cell density.

Figure 5 shows the empirical cumulative distribution
function (eCDF) of UE experienced post-detection SINR
after interference rejection for the InH and DU scenarios.
The eCDF is built on the collection of SINR samples of both
first transmissions and HARQ retransmissions for XR UEs.
These results are plotted for 3 and 4 XR UEs per cell for
the InH and DU scenarios, respectively. The highest SINR
level is experienced when there is only XR traffic in the
network as the network operates at fractional PRB load under
such conditions. For XR-only cases, the PRB utilization is
only on the order of 40-45% in the DU and InH scenarios,
respectively. For the cases with both XR and eMBB traffic,

FIGURE 6. eCDF of the subcarrier interference power in the receiver side
for InH and DU scenarios.

the PRB utilization grows to 100%, resulting in the lower
experienced SINR due to higher ICI. At the 50th percentile
of the eCDF, the SINR is degraded by about 10 dB and 7 dB
in the InH and DU scenarios, respectively, when the traffic
goes from XR-only to mixed XR-eMBB.

Figure 6 illustrates the eCDF of per-subcarrier received ICI
power at the XR UEs receiver. Comparing such results for
the InH and DU scenarios, it is evident that the InH scenario
exhibits higher levels of ICI. On average, the ICI is 26 dB
higher for the InH scenario, as compared to DU, for the cases
with eMBB. Taking into account that the gNB transmit power
is 20dB higher for the DU scenario (51 dBm), as compared
to InH (31 dBm), this translates to effectively 6dB higher ICI
as compared to desired signal levels.

Figure 7 presents the eCDF of average eMBB cell TP. This
eCDF is constructed from average cell TP samples from each
of the eMBB UEs per simulation run. With no XR UEs, the
average eMBB cell TP approximately equals 325 Mbps for
the InH scenario and 383Mbps for the DU scenario. With XR
UEs in the system, a significant reduction in the eMBB TP
is observed, since scheduling the XR UEs is prioritized over
eMBBUEs. For the InH scenario with 3 XR UEs at 45 Mbps,
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FIGURE 7. eCDF of the average eMBB cell TP for both InH and DU
scenarios.

FIGURE 8. Example of M-WRR scheduling for two UE groups, assuming
that weMBB = 1 and a large weight for XR, e.g., wXR = 1000.

the eMBB TP drops by approximately 135 Mbps. Similarly,
when 4 XR UEs are added in the DU scenario, the eMBB TP
drops by roughly 180 Mbps.

V. EMULATING ICIC VIA eMBB
PRB Utilization Limit Based on the observations in Sec-
tion IV, we investigate the potential performance tradeoffs
by imposing restrictions on eMBB radio resource usage to
limit the ICI generated from eMBB transmissions. These

Algorithm 1 Radio Resource Allocation per TTI for Mixed
XR and eMBB Traffic

Inputs & Parameters:
CUE: candidate UEs,
LUE: A Boolean parameter represents whether there is
still data in the gNB buffer to be transmitted to the UE.
VPRB: set of available PRBs in a TTI,
βPRB: A counter for the allocated PRBs.
SPRB: the maximum number of PRBs in the bandwidth.
wUE = {weMBB,wXR}: UEs’ class weights
ρ: The upper band portion for the eMBB allocation.
Output: A vector that indicates the allocated PRBs for
the corresponding UEs at the serving cell.

1: Order candidate UEs based on their priority. XR always
has a higher priority than eMBB.

2: Schedule the HARQ retransmissions.
3: Update VPRB.
4: while (VPRB ̸= ∅) do
5: for UEs ∈ CUE do
6: βPRB = 0.
7: while (LUE & βPRB < wUE & |VPRB| > 0) do
8: if UE class == XR then
9: Assign one PRB

10: ++βPRB
11: else if UE class == eMBB then
12: if |VPRB| − (1 − ρ) × SPRB > 0 then
13: Assign one PRB
14: ++βPRB
15: else
16: Stop allocating PRBs to the UE.
17: end if
18: end if
19: Update VPRB.
20: end while
21: end for
22: end while

restrictions are placed to keep the XR UEs’ experience
unaffected. We choose to mimic the ICIC by modifying the
scheduler and limiting the eMBB resource usage. This is
described in Algorithm 1. The main body of the scheduler
is similar to the WRR method described in Section II-F,
where the scheduler starts with allocating resources to the
retransmissions and then continues to allocate PRBs for a
candidate UE until either no buffered data is left or all PRBs
are used. The scheduling order is based on pre-configured
weights for each UE class, e.g., XR and eMBB. UEs with
XR service are freely scheduled, while the eMBB UE’s
allocation is limited to reach at most ρ% of the PRBs used
for the transmission in the carrier frequency bandwidth.
This restriction is expressed in Step 12 of Algorithm 1.
Hence, the eMBB UE can only be scheduled over the
remaining PRBs after HARQ retransmissions and XR
transmissions up to ρ%.A detailed analysis of the complexity
of Algorithm 1 is presented in Appendix C. As can be
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FIGURE 9. eCDF of the XR UE experienced post-detection SINR after
interference rejection in the receiver side for different values of ρ in both
InH and DU scenarios.

seen, the complexity of the Algorithm is very similar to
the WRR scheduler (except for step 12 of Algorithm 1),
and thus it is affordable for state-of-the-art base station
implementations.

A simple example is illustrated in Figure 8. Here, the
assumption is that there are no queued retransmissions, i.e.
pending HARQ retransmissions are transmitted/scheduled
already. Afterward, XR UEs have the priority to fill out
the remaining PRBs for the transmissions. The UEs are
scheduled in a priority-based manner according to their
weights. In this example, the assumed weights are wXR =

1000 and weMBB = 1 meaning that XR UEs are always
prioritized over eMBB UEs to take up whole PRBs in the
bandwidth. If there are still more than ρ% of the total number
of PRBs unused (In Figure 8, ρ is 50%), those are assigned
to the eMBB UEs.

VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR THE eMBB PRB
UTILIZATION LIMIT
We evaluate the performance of our new scheduling scheme
with restrictions for eMBB PRB usage with the following
scenarios:

FIGURE 10. 99th percentile of eCDF of PDCP layer delay versus the
number of XR UEs per cell for different values of ρ.

1) XR-only case to create a baseline for the best XR
experience.

2) Mixed traffic case with ρ ∈ {10%, 25%, 50%, 75%
, 100%} to analyze the impact of the eMBB PRB
restriction on XR and eMBB KPIs.

A. THE IMPACT OF eMBB PRB RESTRICTION ON THE XR
PERFORMANCE
The eCDF of XRUEs’ post-detection SINR after interference
rejection is shown in Figure 9 for different values of ρ, where
there are 1 eMBBUE and 3 (or 4) XRUEs for the InH (or DU)
scenarios in each cell, in sub-figures (a) and (b), respectively.
The number of XR UEs is fixed based on the maximum
XR capacity observed in Figure 4. As expected, experienced
SINR for the XR UEs is improved when reducing the value
of ρ as it reduces the overall ICI level in the system.
However, SINR improvement is not a linear function of ρ as
larger ρ values (e.g., ρ ≥ 50%) do not improve the SINR
significantly. In addition, it is seen that XR UEs experience
higher SINR levels in the DU scenario than in the InH
scenario in the mixed traffic scenario with large ρ values,
thanks to the environmental isolation in the former case.
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FIGURE 11. UE satisfaction ratio versus the number of connected UEs per
cell for different values of ρ, considering a PDB of 10 ms.

The impact of the number of XR UEs per cell and ρ on
the 99th percentile of eCDF of PDCP layer delay, which
should be less than PDB for satisfied XR UEs, is illustrated
in Figure 10. The packet latency accounts for the duration of
the radio access part of the data transmission. It is calculated
from the moment an XR payload arrives at the PDCP layer
of the gNB until it is successfully received at the PDCP
layer of the UE. The latency includes the queuing delay
of the payload at the gNB, the transmission time of the
payload, and the processing time at both the gNB and the UE.
If the UE fails to decode the initial transmission, the latency
calculation also considers the round-trip time of the HARQ
process. As expected, the delay grows with more XR UEs.
Similarly, larger ρ values result in higher application layer
delays. Consequently, lowering the ρ value helps improve the
delay and keep it under the PDB.

In addition, Figure 10 shows an improved delay for the
DU scenario as compared to the InH scenario which is the
consequence of higher UE SINR levels that lead to the
selection of higher MCS indexes, and accordingly, higher
TP and less transmission times. As a comparison among
different ρ values, the delay of ρ = 10% scheme is below

FIGURE 12. XR capacity versus the PDB for different values of ρ.

10 milliseconds target, while ρ ≥ 50% cannot meet 10ms
PDB in the InH scenario with 3 XR UEs per cell.

Figure 11 shows the XR satisfaction ratio versus the
number of connected UEs per cell for different values of
ρ. By limiting PRB utilization for eMBB UEs, the XR
system capacity comes close to the XR-only scheme which
is the result of the eMBB ICI mitigation technique. For
instance, with ρ = 25% in the DU scenario, the XR
system capacity stays unchanged with respect to the XR-only
baseline. In other words, not only the XR services can run
unaffected, but also additional eMBB traffic can be carried by
the network. To keep the XR system capacity unchanged in
the InH scenario, the ICIC limit must be set to stricter values
such as ρ = 10% due to a higher ICI level.

Figure 12 shows the impact of PDB on the XR system
capacity for different values of ρ. As expected, services with
larger PDB can tolerate longer successful packet reception
times, especially when the network is heavily loaded or
multiple HARQ retransmissions are required. Consequently,
larger PDB cases, e.g., 20 ms, result in a higher number
of satisfied UEs compared to using a tighter PDB duration,
such as 5 ms or 10 ms. In the DU scenario, if the XR
service requires small PDB values, maintaining the XR
system capacity necessitates putting very strict limitations,
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FIGURE 13. XR capacity loss versus PDB for different values of ρ.

e.g., ρ = 10%, on the eMBB traffic. For relaxed PDB cases
with 20ms, there is no need to impose hard restrictions on
the eMBB PRB utilization. On the other hand, In the InH
scenario, even for relaxed PDB cases, having a strict limit on
the eMBB traffic (e.g., ρ = 25%) is essential to ensure that
the XR capacity remains intact. This observation indicates
that the XR capacity remains unaffected by eMBB traffic as
long as appropriate limitations are placed based on the PDB
duration.

The XR capacity loss for different ρ and PDB values is
illustrated in Figure 13. The relative loss is defined as the
degradation of the XR capacity from adding eMBB compared
to the XR-only case. It is formulated as:

CL = 1 −
XR capacity for mixed traffic case
XR capacity for XR-only case

. (1)

As illustrated, the capacity loss is significant for small PDBs
and when the eMBB UE has the freedom to utilize more than
half of the whole bandwidth i.e., ρ ≥ 50%. Services with
relaxed PDBs have lower XR capacity loss. For instance, for
the scheme of ρ = 50% and comparing the PDB of 10 ms
with 20 ms, the XR capacity loss difference is around 53%
and 36% in the InH and DU scenarios, respectively. On the

FIGURE 14. Average eMBB cell TP versus the number of XR UEs per cell
for different values of ρ. when XR PDB is 10ms.

other hand, with a more restricted eMBBPRB limit (e.g., ρ =

10%), the XR capacity loss is near 10% and 5% in the InH
and DU scenarios, respectively, for PDB of 10 ms.

B. THE IMPACT OF eMBB PRB RESTRICTION ON THE
eMBB PERFORMANCE
Figure 14 presents the impact of serving XR UEs and
different values of ρ on the average eMBB cell TP.
As expected, the XRUEs cause a big reduction in the average
eMBB cell TP. For instance, in Figure 13(b), the average
eMBB cell TP with ρ = 100% is close to 383Mbps,
while it is declined to about 80Mbps, i.e. 80% reduction,
for ρ = 10%.

Figure 15 shows the impact of different ρ values on the XR
capacity for different PDBs and the eMBB TP in different
environments. The figure illustrates the trade-off between the
XR system capacity and eMBB TP. As seen, the slope of the
XR capacity curve for PDB of 10ms is steeper than the 20ms
case. This is due to the higher sensitivity of the services with
smaller PDB to eMBB traffic. In addition, the degradation
of XR capacity for PDB of 10ms in the InH scenario is more
significant compared to the DU scenario. This implies that the
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FIGURE 15. The impact of different ρ values on the XR capacity and the
average eMBB cell TP.

XR capacity with PDB of 10ms or less in the InH scenario is
more sensitive than in the DU scenario.

C. THE FAIRNESS SCORE
Fairness metrics are used in wireless networks to determine
whether UEs are receiving a fair share of radio resources.
There are several mathematical definitions of fairness. Using
well-known fairness metrics, like Jain’s fairness index [33],
is challenging for this scenario where one group of UEs is
of the fixed data rate type (i.e., XR). So, we have defined
a simple fairness score for eMBB UEs, where we assume
the system is fair if eMBB UEs see a throughput decrease
that fits what throughput increase is gained by added XR
UEs. We consider the balance between the two UE groups
and score it against the different radio resource utilization
schemes introduced in the paper. The fairness score can be
expressed as a function of ρ as follows:

ζ (ρ) =
ReMBB-only − ReMBB-mixed(ρ)

RXR × CPDB
XR (ρ)

, (2)

where ReMBB-only and ReMBB-mixed(ρ) are the eMBB cell
TP for the eMBB only and mixed traffic scenario with ρ,

TABLE 3. The fairness score for different XR PDB cases in both InH and
DU scenarios.

respectively. RXR is the XR user TP. Additionally, CPDB
XR (ρ)

represents the XR capacity as a function of ρ and PDB. ζ is
the fairness score. A totally fair system has a score of 1 and
an unfair system has scores of larger than 1. A higher score
tends to result in lower fairness. For instance, ζ = 1 means
that adding an XR UE results in a reduction of the eMBB cell
TP of 1 × 45 Mbps and this is the most fair system.
We summarize the results of the fairness score for different

XR PDB cases and different values of ρ in both InH and DU
scenarios in Table 3. As seen, fairness ζ varies depending on
the environment, XR PDB, and the value of ρ. The largest
ζ is for the case with the stricter PDB requirement for the
InH scenario, where the ICI is most dominant. On the other
hand, ζ is less when the PDB requirement is relaxed and
the deployment DU with lower ICI values. The results reveal
low fairness (i.e. high value of ζ ) in scenarios where there
is a large PRB restriction on eMBB UEs (e.g., ρ = 10%).
In addition, we observe that the fairness index reaches close
to 1 when the network operates with ρ set to larger than 75%
and a related PDB of 20 ms.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown the following:

• Both the InH and DU scenarios support demanding XR
UEs with 45 Mbps and PDB of 10 ms. The spatial
density of supported satisfied XR UEs is a factor
17 higher for the InH scenario, as compared to DU,
due to its much higher cell density. The InH scenario
exhibits approximately 6 dB higher ICI, making the
XR performance much more sensitive to the addition of
eMBB background traffic.

• With a tight XR PDB value of 10 ms, the XR capacity
drops to nearly zero satisfied UEs when fully loading
the system with eMBB background traffic, while few
satisfied XR UEs can be supported for PDB values of
20ms, or higher.

• Restricting the PRB utilization for eMBB traffic is
a powerful method for optimizing the mixed XR
and eMBB capacity. The level of recommended PRB
utilization restriction depends on the XR UEs’ PDB
constraints and environment scenarios.

• For 10ms PDB, it is recommended to set the eMBBPRB
utilization restriction to 30% (ρ = 30%) in both InH
and DU scenarios. For 20 ms PDB, setting ρ to 75% is
recommended for DU, while a stricter ρ value of 40% is
suggested for InH due to the higher ICI levels. For these
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TABLE 4. Complexity analyses of Algorithm 1.

recommended values of ρ, the network can support 5 XR
UEs with 45Mbps and 20 ms PDB, plus 112 Mbps
eMBB cell TP for the DU case. For InH it equals 4 XR
UEs and 72 Mbps eMBB TP.

• The effect of adding XR UEs on eMBB TP performance
is influenced by factors such as the XR PDB, deploy-
ment environment (InH/DU), and the value of ρ. Our
findings show that the eMBB TP declines with a factor
of 1 to 4 of the XR sum rate, depending on the ρ setting.

The findings of this study can help cellular operators
configure their networks when introducing XR traffic and
determine how many carriers are needed to accommodate
a certain number of satisfied XR users and eMBB cell
throughput. The reported findings also aspire to further
develop enhanced interference mitigation schemes to handle
the interference originating from eMBB transmissions in one
cell to XRUEs in a neighboring cell. Furthermore, as includes
relaxing the currently assumed full-buffer traffic model for
eMBB and evolving to more realistic models (e.g., web
browsing or emailing).

APPENDIX A
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project.
5G Fifth Generation.
ACK Acknowledgment.
AR Augmented Reality.
BLER Block Error Rate.
CBG Code Block Group.
CI Confidence Interval.
CQI Channel Quality Indicator.
CSI Channel State Information.
DL Downlink.
DU Dense Urban.
eCDF Empirical Cumulative Distribution.

Function.
eMBB Enhanced Mobile Broadband.
fps frames per second.
gNB Next Generation Nodeb.
HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request.
InH Indoor Hotspot.

ICI Inter Cell Interference
ICIC Inter Cell Interference Coordination.
IP Internet Protocol.
KPI Key Performance Indicators.
LA Link Adaptation.
LOS Line Of Sight
MAC medium access control.

MMSE-IRC Minimum Mean Square Error
Interference Rejection Combining.

MCS Modulation and Coding Scheme.
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output.
MMIB Mean Mutual Information per Bit.
MR Mixed Reality.
MU-MIMO Multi User Multiple Input Multiple.

Output.
NACK Negative Acknowledgment.
NLOS Non Line Of Sight.
NR New Radio.
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency division.

Multiple Access.
OFDM Orthogonal Frequency division

Multiplexing.
O2I Outdoor to Indoor.
OLLA Outer Loop Link Adaptation.
PCDP Packet Data Convergence Protocol.
PDB Packet Delay Budget.
PHY physical.
PDCCH physical downlink control channel.
PDSCH physical downlink shared channel.
PRB Physical Resource Block.
QoS Quality of Service.
RAN Radio Access Network.
RLC Radio Link Control.
RRM Radio Resource Management.
RE Resource Element.
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise.

Ratio.
SU-MIMO Single User Multiple Input Multiple.

Output.
SDR Source Data Rate.
SCS Sub Carrier Spacing.
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SLS System Level Simulations.
TP Throughput.
TB Transport Block.
TDD Time Division Duplex.
TTI Transmission Time Interval.
URLLC Ultra Reliable Low Latency.

Communications.
UE User Equipment.
VR Virtual Reality.
XR Extended Reality.

APPENDIX B STATISTICAL CONFIDENCE
CONSIDERATIONS
The primary KPI is the XR capacity as mentioned in
Section II-G. To determine the necessary number of gener-
ated packets per UE for estimating if 99% of the packets
are received correctly by the UE within the PDB, careful
consideration to guarantee a certain confidence interval (CI)
is needed. In this regard, we use the binomial proportion
CI method. The binomial proportion CI method is a way
to estimate the probability of success based on the results
of a series of success-failure experiments (also known
as Bernoulli trials) [34]. It provides an interval estimate
for the success probability, denoted as p, when we only
know the number of experiments conducted (n) and the
number of successful outcomes (ns). To calculate the CI,
a commonly used formula approximates the distribution of
error around the observed proportion of successes (p̂) as a
normal distribution [35], where it is given by

CI = p̂± z ·

√
p̂(1 − p̂)

n
, (3)

where p̂ is the proportion of successes in the trials (i.e., ns/n)
and z represents the (1−

α
2 )-th percentile of a standard normal

distribution for a given error level α. For example, with a
confidence level of 95%, α is 0.05, so z corresponds to 1.96.
For the XR traffic evaluations in this study, we assume

uncorrelated samples and a confidence level of 95% with
a ±1% margin of error. Based on these assumptions, (3)
determines that the required number of generated packets per
UE is 384. To include some safety margin, we generate at
least 600 uncorrelated samples for each XR UE which results
in a simulation time of 10 seconds.

For each simulation, we consider N XR UEs per cell, and
B cells, collecting statistics from the B × N calls. Typical
values of N are between 1 and 7 depending on the XR QoS
requirements. B is assumed to be 12 or 21 for InH and DU
scenarios, respectively. We repeat each simulation M times,
resulting in statistics from B × N × M calls. With B = 21,
M = 10, and N = 5, we obtain statistics from 1050 XR
calls. According to (3), this is sufficient to estimate with a CI
of 95%± 1.8% if 90% of the XR UEs are satisfied as per the
XR capacity definition metric.

The calculated simulation time also allows us to collect
reliable statistics for the eMBB average cell TP bymonitoring

the TP samples in 10 seconds for each of the 12 cells,
repeating it 10 times.

APPENDIX C COMPLEXITY ANALYSES OF ALGORITHM 1
The detailed complexity analyses of Algorithm 1 are listed in
Table 4, where n is the total number of bits for each of the
variables and CUE expresses the maximum number of UEs in
the cell. More details on each step’s complexity calculation
can be found in [36]. The total complexity of the algorithm,
i.e. sum of the complexities, is:

CAlg1 = CUE ×O(log2(CUE)) + SPRB × (10 + CUE)

×O(n2) + (CUE + 2SPRB) × (2n+O(n
1
2 )). (4)

The Complexity of the legacy WRR scheduling method
which has a simpler step 12 operation consisting of only a
logical comparison, can be calculated similarly. As expected,
the complexity is very similar to CAlg1 except for the
multiplier of term O(n2) which is SPRB × (8 + CUE) for
the WRR method. To give a numerical example, for the
case of CUE = 6 the ratio of dominant components, i.e.
O(n2), of complexity between the WRR and Algorithm 1 is
SPRB×(10+CUE)
SPRB×(8+CUE)

=
16
14 ≈ 1.14.
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